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Low Carb After Dark came from hearing thousands of clients saying the same thing “I crave
sugar and sweets all afternoon and into the night”. This book is the solution to having your treats
and feeling good too. Recipes are delicious, grain free, gluten free and sugar free with natural
sweeteners and no guilt. Karen Raden MS, RD, CCN is a functional medicine nutritionist and
culinary educator who has been helping clients over the past twenty years to find true health.
Currently, she is a sought after public speaker and is consulting with families, individuals and
corporations across the globe.
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Monica, “Absolutely Delicious! Sweet, Savory and Healthy!! Wow!!!. These recipes are amazing!
This book addresses my biggest challenges with eating and offers absolutely delicious and
healthy options for me, thank you!!! Low Carb After Dark is a beautiful cookbook providing
knowledgeable insights into the dreaded curve of cravings and my sometimes out of control
eating habits. The information is simply explained, easy to understand and makes sense as to
why I have cravings "after dark". Some of my favorite recipes are the Lemon Squares, Nutter
Butter Chip Cookies, the Mug Cake as well as the Southern Cheddar and Bacon Biscuits.
These recipes are so good and have really cut down my cravings for sugar. Who thought you
could eat these delectable treats and lose weight while doing so, Incredible!!!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Beautiful cookbook!. This book is a much needed guide to navigating
after dinner eating. The recipes are great, and eating this way really makes a difference in
weight management. Beautiful pictures make me excited to try them all! Bravo, Karen Raden
and thanks!”

The book by Ingrid Hoffmann has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 5 people have provided feedback.
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